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Market movers today


On a day with only tier-2 data out on the global front, focus is likely to continue to be on the
situation with North Korea, where markets will digest the UN vote yesterday. Further reports
on the cost of Hurricane Irma may also affect whether the boost to risk sentiment over the
past days has more legs (see below).



It is fairly quiet on the global data front today. The UK is due to release CPI for August
where we look for a rise in CPI of 0.5% m/m (rounded up), which should be enough to push
CPI inflation up from 2.6% to 2.8% y/y – in line with consensus.



The US is due to release the NFIB small business optimism index for August. The index
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rose sharply after the election of Donald Trump but levelled off in early 2017. However, last
month it jumped higher again, adding to signs that US activity is re-gaining momentum.
Consensus is for a small decline to 104.8 from the very high level 105.2 in July.


In Scandi it is time for Swedish inflation and the regional network survey from Norway.
We look for Swedish inflation to be higher than consensus and the Riksbank’s estimate, see
Scandi Markets on the next page for more.
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Selected market news
Risk appetite continued to strengthen yesterday. US stocks rallied more than 1% to a new
cycle high as easing event risks are letting the strengthening business cycle shine through. See
also Strategy – Strong cycle while US debt limit risk is postponed, 8 September 2017. The three
event risks weighing on markets (North Korea, hurricanes and the US debt limit) have all eased
and paved the way for a risk rally. US bond yields moved higher in response and EUR/USD
corrected a bit further falling below 1.20 yesterday.

 Yield Forecast Update
 FX Forecast Update
 Weekly Focus

The UN Security Council last night agreed unanimously to step up sanctions against North
Korea following its sixth and most powerful nuclear test on 3 September, see Reuters. After a
week of negotiations a watered down resolution was voted through the Council as the US had
to drop several measures to gain support from Russia and China. Instead of a full oil embargo,
the resolution implies a reduction in oil and fuel exports to North Korea. New language was also
added urging ‘further work to reduce tensions so as to advance the prospects for a
comprehensive settlement’. The latter is likely to be a demand from Russia and China that do
not believe sanctions are likely to stop the regime in Pyongyang from its nuclear ambitions.
In the UK, Prime Minister Theresa May won a small victory as the EU withdrawal bill
passed in parliament with a vote of 326 to 290, see Bloomberg. It has been controversial as it
gives ministers strong powers to change legislation without it being fully accepted by parliament
(so-called ‘Henry VIII powers’ named after the Tudor King).
In Norway, the parliamentary elections led to the re-election of the conservative government.
Hence, any short- or long-term uncertainty regarding economic policy should be reduced.
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Scandi markets
In Sweden, August CPIF inflation and CPIF excluding Energy are due out. We expect the
figures to come in at 0.2 and 0.1 percentage points higher than the Riksbank’s new forecasts at
2.4% y/y and 2.1% y/y, respectively. Indeed, our current forecasts are on the upside of the
Riksbank’s until summer next year, when our forecasts diverge. That said, inflation is likely to
peak in the short term and then embark on a downward trend. That trend is driven by weak
fundamentals, i.e. modest wage cost pressures and a gradually dampening impact of the krona.
In Norway, the Regional survey from Norges Bank (NB) is due at 10.00. This is NB’s preferred
measure of economic activity, and the aggregated output index (for the next six months) has
shown a clear upswing in recent quarters. Going by recent data, it seems that the growth outlook
is even brighter than at the time of the last survey, so we estimate the index to have climbed
from 1.29 to around 1.4-1.5. If so, this would be somewhat higher than the neutral level for NB
around 1.3, based on its June forecast for GDP growth of 0.6 -0.7 % q/q for the rest of the year.
On the other hand, we are also very interested in firms’ take on capacity constraints. To our
mind, recent reports from the regional network have indicated that capacity utilisation in the
Norwegian economy is a fair bit higher than NB’s estimates of the output gap would suggest.

Fixed income markets
The global bond sell-off gained momentum yesterday night as the fear of North Korea receded
and as the bill from Hurricane Irma seems smaller than expected. It boosted risk sentiment and
especially US fixed income came under pressure with 10-year US Treasury yields up some 8bp
over the trading session. The market is still pricing in just a 35% probability of a December hike
and with the balance sheet reduction widely expected to be announced next week, the risk to US
yields seems skewed to the upside.
However, several ECB members were on the wire yesterday and the ECB continues to signal
‘policy normalisation’, but also that any normalisation will be very gradual. But given that the
first hike from the ECB is not priced in before mid-2019, the risk is that the market will get
nervous in light of the US fixed income sell-off.
Yesterday's inflation outcomes in Norway (lower than expected) and Denmark (higher than
expected) did not rock our estimate for Swedish August inflation today. Sweden is more
correlated with Norway when it concerns airline tickets; hence, the steep decline there looks
reasonable. On the other hand, charter packages are more correlated with Denmark and the 2%
drop in recreation is spot on our forecast for Sweden for that component. Finally, food prices
are co-moving with Danish prices so a moderate drop is what we count on. The most obvious
risk is that charter packages decline more than what we have assumed as they rose much more
in previous months. Just to clarify, these are our forecasts: CPI at -0.1% m/m and 2.2% y/y,
CPIF -0.1% m/m and 2.4% y/y and CPIF excl. Energy -0.2% m/m and 2.1% y/y. The Riksbank's
forecast for the last two is 2.2% y/y and 2.0% y/y, respectively.

FX markets
It will be a key session in Scandi FX markets with both Swedish inflation and the Norwegian
Regional Network Survey due out. On the back of both EUR/SEK and EUR/NOK having moved
higher, we see prospects of both pairs erasing some of yesterday’s gains in today’s session.
Starting with EUR/SEK, our call for core inflation is above not only that of the Riksbank but
also market consensus. If proven right, that should send EUR/SEK somewhat lower but we still
emphasise that the print might well be the peak in the yearly core inflation rate underpinning
that the Riksbank is nowhere near hiking rates. To us, that also limits the downside potential in
the cross even if our fundamental predisposition remains to sell EUR/SEK on rallies.
In terms of EUR/NOK, today’s Regional Network Survey is likely to show that mainland growth
prospects remain solid, and somewhat better than projected by NB. Meanwhile, with (1) low
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inflation, (2) a strong NOK versus NB’s forecast, (3) a cooling housing market and (4) lower
global rates, NB can easily extend the on-hold stance at its meeting next week. We maintain that
EUR/NOK is a range play but the risk of a correction higher has increased, in our view.
Specifically, given the recent rise in long NOK positions, EUR/NOK has become increasingly
sensitive to drops in the oil price. As expected, the parliamentary election in Norway had very
limited market impact.
Key figures and events
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Source: Bloomberg, Danske Bank
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